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Notes Toward an Understanding of Holly Roberts’ Paintings

Her art hovers in regions simultaneously fueled by the mundane and the fantastic. Roberts strips, distills and reorders events drawn from the objective world — she reveals glimpses of realities which lie beneath those routines and surfaces of daily existence. The world of her imagination seems inhabited by apparitions projected upon the screen of slumber where consciousness lingers between the unknown of deepest sleep and the tangibility of total wakefulness.

While looking at Roberts’ paintings, a statement by the great Norwegian Symbolist, Edvard Munch, comes to mind: Nature is the unique great realm upon which art feeds. Nature is not only what is visible to the eye — it also shows the inner images of the soul — the images on the back side of the eyes.

Roberts has described herself as a filter, “and what comes through me is not just what I am but what’s around me.” The “who I am” has been profoundly shaped by Roberts’ sense of place. Although she has spent important periods of her life in California, Ecuador and Mexico, it is the American Southwest that has remained Roberts’ home. She is drawn to and nourished by the sublime extremes of the region’s geography and its rich mix of Native American, Mexican and Anglo cultures.

Her present home is in the northwest region of New Mexico, in the village of Black Rock on the Zuni Indian Reservation, approximately forty miles south of the city of Gallup. Roberts’ studio is in a trailer located on the Zuni pueblos. She maintains a complex relationship with the culture surrounding her.

Even as an observer, I am distant to it. Still, it’s wonderful to have it as part of the environment. I may be driving down to my studio and past a muckload of Mudheads, or there will be a figure going door to door — a boogy man — who goes around and scares people, telling them to clean up their act.

For all the richness of her geographic location, it has isolated her from museums and galleries. Through the doors of catalogs and books that line the walls of her home, Roberts has diminished that sense of distance. Her tastes run wide: Mary Cassatt, Diane Arbus, Richard Diebenkorn, Francisco Clemente, Georgio O’Keeffe, Frida Kahlo, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Frances Bacon, Ralph Eugene Meatyard. Both on and above the bookshelves, Roberts keeps her collection of kachinas, folk art figures and masks. Formerly a curator, Roberts has made her home into a museum — one with a collection of objects drawn together by the demands of her art.

Interviewer: Do you find a common thread between Egyptian art, kachinas, Mexican masks and rock art?

Holly Roberts: Yes. There’s this absolute simplicity and rightness. In and of themselves, they are fantastically powerful works. I remember going to the Met and seeing a little room, a gallery of Egyptian figures and I thought, God, I wish I had that in my house! It has too much power to it. Who knows what you’d be bringing in? It could be death, destruction, whatever.

Working from and over photographs, Roberts finds, builds and shapes asence. Her effacement of the photograph underlying the final image is not the gesture of a polemicist nor it is the celebration of oil over silver. For Roberts, the photograph is essential: it is the final image’s physical foundation and its original source of inspiration. In the end, however, she defines herself as a painter. Roberts feels a confidence in her handling of the paint that she does not feel with photography.

With its combination of media, richly worked surfaces, dark psychological narratives, wide-ranging cultural sources and transformation of the physical into the visionary, Roberts’ paintings are born of an aesthetic ultimately grounded in Romanticism. Work created within this tradition is rarely, never, closed in meaning. Other than the titles, Roberts provides no verbal explanation of her work. She leaves it to us to ponder the signs and symbols she has created.

Dr. Edward A. Aiken
Director, Joe and Emily Lowe Art Gallery
Chautauqua Program in Museum Studies
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